
Reaching for AAA



Firstly inclusive design











Oxo kitchen gadgets



OXO’s cooking tools are a classic example of great design 
inspired by disability

The cooking tools were created because Founder Sam Farber 
saw his wife struggle to use a standard peeler given her arthritic 
condition















Why Web Accessibility?

We need to provide equal access and opportunity for all 
people to ensure they have the knowledge they need to 
be confident in their lives



Why be Accessible?

To improve the lives of people with disabilities 

To capitalise on a wider audience or consumer base 

To avoid lawsuits and bad press 



Why Web Accessibility?

From 23rd September 2020 it is Law in the UK for all 
Public Sector organisations

(it has been law under the UK Equality Act for years actually…)



EU Law



US Law



Section 508 in the US is from what we see referring 
more to WCAG 2.1 AA now 



Accessibility v Open Source





The WCAG standard has three levels of 
conformance: A, AA and AAA

AAA is the highest level of accessibility



Most organisations ask for AA level compliance



Over a third of the WCAG success criteria are AAA 
level conformance



The Kraken :)









Little Forest’s adventures into AAA

























What is the scope of AAA?



The Level AAA guidelines are a mixture of essential 
elements and rare needs

*What’s important is your website is the best it can be for all your users



Design criteria at AAA level

Text and images of text have a 7:1 minimum contrast ratio

You have no images with text

Hyperlinks self-identify their ultimate destination

Section headings are present to break up content



Content criteria at AAA level

Unusual Words - please use glossaries

Abbreviations - provide expanded form of each 

Reading Level - ensure someone with 9 years schooling can understand

Pronunciation - help screen readers to pronounce correctly e.g desert 
(abandon) and desert (arid region)





WCAG 2.2 is coming in a couple of weeks 
(November 2020) (well actually…)



Focus Indicator - Make sure your focus indicator stands out from the 
background
(AAA = greater than or equal to a 2 CSS pixel solid border around the control)

Dragging - If a dragging movement is required (think about Sliders) then 
provide an alternative means such as tapping or clicking

Pointer Target Spacing - make sure that all interactive targets take up 44x44 
CSS pixels of space



Findable Help, if you provide this make sure it is available consistently and in 
the same relative space to locate easily

Accessible Authentication - If there is a cognitive test to prove you are human 
(e.g., Captcha), there needs to be an alternative way to authenticate that 
does not require a cognitive test (e.g., 2-factor authentication)



Chrome 83 has released a new plugin…

“Emulate Vision Deficiencies” - you can access this via 

Right click->Inspect->Settings (far right of the window)





Automated Testing



In building your business case for Accessibility

consider...



1. It is the right thing to do
2. It is the law
3. It will improve all our customers experiences



In the UK we are seeing many 
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) officers

enthusiastically taking ownership of Accessibility…

Is there someone to talk with in your organisation?



Reaching level AAA conformance is not 
impossible, however there are some challenges 
and decisions that organisations must take



In taking these decisions and gaining a high level 
of accessibility, we allow all users to access, 
understand and operate all areas of the website



In the same way that Sam Farber from Oxo built 
products to help his wife 



Let’s all aim for the highest standard for our 
organisation's websites to help all of our customers





Question

What are you planning in the Web Accessibility 
area for your organisation?



Thank you


